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AbstractHead-down hover displays and instrument panels theoretically provide all necessary flight data informationto control low-speed helicopter manoeuvring. However, past experiments have shown that head-downdisplays can incur high workload, control instability, and even loss of control when used as the sole flightdata source. This paper investigates the reasons for this instability incurred by replacing good outsidevisuals with a head-down hover display and an instrument panel. A pilot model based on crossover theoryis developed for a linear six-degree-of-freedom Bo105 helicopter model. Utilising a target trajectory basedon τ -theory and assuming perfect information availability, the developed model can perform the requiredmanoeuvring task with a control time-delay stability margin of 0.15 s (with SAS) or 0.17 s (without SAS). Then,the actual information availability based on human perception methods and limitations is discussed. Apilot-in-the-loop experiment in the SIMONA Research Simulator qualitatively validates the developed pilotmodel for good outside visuals. However, the pilot model does not capture the added difficulties of havingto utilise the hover display and instrument panel instead of good outside visuals; during the experiment,the task was impossible to complete with only these displays. This is likely caused by an increase in controltime-delay, which in turn is caused by the loss of peripheral and flow field information, a more abstractinformation representation compared to good outside visuals, and the fact that the pilot now needs toscan multiple displays to acquire all necessary flight state information. Improving head-down hover displaysymbology and scaling factors might rectify some, but probably not all of these effects.
NOMENCLATURE
ahor [m/s2] Helicopter horizontal acceleration vector
cacc [m] Hover display hozirontal acceleration cuevector
cvel [m] Hover display hozirontal velocity cue vector
u Vector of state space control inputs
vhor [m/s] Helicopter horizontal velocity vector
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x Vector of state space system states
ω [rad/s] Frequency
ωc [rad/s] Crossover frequency
ωi [rad/s] Forcing function bandwidth
φ [rad] Euler role angle
ψ [rad] Euler yaw angle
τe [s] Effective time-delay
θ [rad] Euler pitch angle
θ0 [rad] Collective input
θ1c [rad] Lateral cyclic input
θ1s [rad] Longitudinal cyclic input
θTR [rad] Pedal/tail rotor collective input
ϕm [rad] Phase margin
A State space model matrix
ASAS State space model matrix with SAS
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B State space control matrix
F Matrix of SAS parameters
Km [-] Gain margin
Kp [-] Pilot gain
p [rad/s] Body roll rate
q [rad/s] Body pitch rate
r [rad/s] Body yaw rate
TI [s] Lag time constant
TL [s] Lead time constant
Tacc [s] Hover display acceleration scaling factor
Tvel [s] Hover display velocity scaling factor
u [m/s] Body surge velocity
v [m/s] Body sway velocity
w [m/s] Body heave velocity
x [m] Body longitudinal position
y [m] Body lateral position
Yc Controlled element transfer function
Yp Pilot model transfer function
YCL Closed-loop transfer function
YOL Open-loop transfer function
z [m] Body vertical position
ACRONYMS
ADS-33 Aeronautical Design Standard 33E-PRF
Bo105 Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm Bo105 Heli-copter
DVE Degraded Visual Environment
HDD Head-Down DisplayHMD Helmet-Mounted DisplayHUD Head-Up Display
NITROS Network for Innovative Training on Rotor-craft Safety
SAS Stability Augmentation SystemSRS SIMONA Research Simulator
UCE Usable Cue Environment
V/STOL Vertical and/or Short Take-Off and Landing
1. INTRODUCTION
When a helicopter enters a Degraded Visual En-vironment (DVE), the amount of visual cues thatis available to the pilot decreases — the UsableCue Environment (UCE)-level increases from level 1,which represents near perfect visibility, to level 2 or3. A DVE can be caused by, e.g., a brown-out/white-out, nightfall or dense fog. In order to maintaingood operability of helicopters under worsening vis-ibility conditions, different Head-Up Display (HUD)and Head-Down Display (HDD) systems can be em-ployed. These displays can decrease the UCE-levelby providing the pilot with additional flight statedata and information about the attitude and po-sition of the helicopter with respect to its envi-ronment. While many different display systems arepossible (see Minor et al. 1 for an overview andMün-sterer et al.2 or Stanton et al.3 for current HUD ex-amples), this paper focuses on the analysis of two-dimensional hover displays.In this paper, hover displays are defined as visual-isations of the horizontal position of the helicopterwith respect to objects or locations in the environ-ment, for example, hover target points or landingzones. In many existing displays, additional infor-mation about the horizontal velocity and accelera-tion is shown. The information is represented in atop-down view, with the helicopter at its centre. In-formation about the yaw angle is apparent throughthe rotation of the environmental objects aroundthe centre of the display. Altitude information is notinherently part of a hover display, but often repre-sented in close vicinity in the cockpit through an al-timeter or an altitude tape.Many concepts of two-dimensional hover dis-plays have been described in literature — eitheras a separate HDD, or as a two-dimensional pro-jection on top of a (synthetic) three-dimensionaloutside view (HDD or HUD), for example by Hessand Gorder4, Eshow and Schroeder5, or Szobos-zlay et al.6. A comparison of different Verticaland/or Short Take-Off and Landing (V/STOL) dis-plays for approach and landing, hover displaysamong them, has already been conducted in theyear 19727. However, according to a literature re-view and flight experiments described by Minor etal., panel-mounted HDD are not suitable as thesource of primary flight data for the pilot: ”flightusing only a scaled panel mounted image, even at20/20 day visual acuity, is uncontrollable at low air-speeds in most rotorcraft (...) during high-gain taskssuch as approach and landing" 1.While hover displays theoretically provide all nec-essary aircraft attitude and position informationthat is required to maintain a controlled flight, they
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seem to incur additional problems that prohibit pi-lots from using them as the sole flight data in-formation source. This paper investigates possiblereasons for these added complexities by employ-ing a control-theoretic approach: it investigates thereplacement of good outside visuals with a head-down hover display and instrument panel during ahelicopter hovering task, with and without an ac-tivated Stability Augmentation System (SAS). Sim-ulated pilot model data and experimental pilot-in-the-loop data are compared and analysed to iden-tify and quantify the reasons why hover displays ap-pear to be unsuited for being the sole source offlight data information for the pilot.The goal of the paper is threefold:
1. analyse the requirements placed on the pilotcontrol models by low speed helicopter flightwith and without a SAS, and identify stabilitymargins (“controllability analysis");
2. analyse the requirements placed on the pilot’svisual perceptual system by (1) good outside vi-suals and (2) zero visuals with a hover displayand instrument panel, to acquire the neces-sary system state information and provide thestate input for the previously described controlloops (“observability analysis");
3. combine these analyses to identify possiblecauses for closed loop control instability whenswitching from good outside visibility to ahover display and instrument panel, and for-mulate design strategies and requirements tominimise these effects.
Section 2 highlights background informationabout the utilised helicopter model, hover displayand pilot model. The following sections 3 and 4contain the controllability analysis and observabil-ity analysis, respectively. The performance of thedeveloped pilot model is compared with data col-lected during a pilot-in-the-loop experiment in Sec-tion 5. Section 6 discusses the results of the previ-ous analyses and experiment, identifying possiblecauses for instability and formulating display de-sign recommendations. Conclusions are presentedin Section 7.
2. BACKGROUND
In this section, the utilised helicopter model, itsmodifications, and the employed hover display areintroduced. Lastly, this section describes the humancontrol model based on crossover theory and its ap-plicability to this paper’s control task.
2.1. Helicopter model
A linear six degree of freedom state-space modelof a Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm Bo105Helicopter(Bo105) trimmed at zero forward flight speed is usedas the simulation test bed. The model matrix Aand control matrix B have been adapted from Pad-field8 to also include position and yaw-angle infor-mation. The order of states is rearranged to clusterthe states of the surge (4), heave (2), sway (4) andyaw (2) motion. This results in the state vector
(1) x = (x, u, θ, q, z, w, y, v, φ, p, ψ, r)
and the control vector
(2) u = (θ1s, θ0, θ1c, θTR)
of the dynamic system
(3) x˙ = Ax+Bu
2.2. SAS implementation
A SAS is incorporated directly into system matrix
ASAS according to equation 4 by assuming zerotime-delay, zero noise and unity transfer functionsfor SAS sensors and actuators. The Bo105 SAS pa-rameters in matrix F are based on previous tuningexperiments conducted at TU Delft as part of theARISTOTEL project*.
(4) ASAS = A+BF
The effect of the SAS can be observed in the com-plex plane representation of the system’s poles inFigure 1, as well as in Bode plots of the simplifiedinner loop controlled element transfer functions
Yc,inner in Figure 8 (Section 3 details how the trans-fer functions are determined). Two pairs of complexpoles with non-zero imaginary parts are convertedinto four poles with only negative real parts, and theamplitude peaks of the controlled element transferfunctions in the surge and sway loops are reduced.While the SAS damps some elements of the system,the unstable phugoid mode (represented by a pairof complex poles with positive real parts) is still evi-dent.
*No published documents pertaining to ARISTOTEL SAS pa-rameters publicly available. General information at http://
aristotel-project.eu/welcome/
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Figure 1: Poles of the systemmatrixAwith and with-out SAS.
2.3. Hover display
As explained in the introduction, a hover displayand instrument panel can supply the pilot withall necessary attitude and altitude information tocontrol the helicopter in case of DVE conditions.When the UCE-level increases, hover displays pro-vide means to perceive the necessary informationthrough an abstracted top-down view.Figure 2 depicts the hover display used and anal-ysed in this paper. It is based on the ”baseline"hover display explained by Hess and Gorder4, in-corporating a generalisation of the scaling factorsto allow separate scaling for the velocity and ac-celeration cues. The display is scaled such that itshows the ground in a 80m diameter. The hovertarget area represents the desired position, and theground reference markings mark the desired ap-proach path from the starting position to the hovertarget position. The display rotates such that theheading of the helicopter always points upwards.The horizontal velocity cue cvel is a straight linerepresenting the direction and magnitude of thecurrent horizontal velocity, with its origin at the cen-tre of the current helicopter position. It is scaledwith respect to actual distance in the physical world:
(5) cvel = Tvelvhor
The scaling factor is chosen to be Tvel = 3 s,which is then multiplied with the horizontal velocityof the helicopter vhor. The velocity cue represents alinear prediction of horizontal position with a look-ahead time of Tvel. As an example, a horizontal ve-locity of 10 ms creates a cue of 30m, which is then
Hover target area
Horizontal velocity cue 𝒄𝑣𝑒𝑙
Horizontal acceleration cue 𝒄𝑎𝑐𝑐
Helicopter position
Ground reference markings
Rotating compass rose
Figure 2: Hover display elements.
translated to the display via the display scaling fac-tor of 80m per diameter. The value of Tvel is cho-sen such that at the beginning of the experimentalscenario, the velocity cue fills 75% of the availabledisplay space between the centre and the edge, en-abling the use of the majority of the available dis-play space during the deceleration manoeuvre.The acceleration cue cacc is calculated via:
(6) cacc = cvel + Taccc˙vel= Tvelvhor + TvelTaccahor,
with the horizontal acceleration of the helicopter
ahor and the acceleration scaling factor Tacc = 1.5 s.Selecting Tacc = 0.5 · Tvel and defining the tip ofthe velocity cue as origin for the acceleration cue (al-ready incorporated in Equation 6) leads to the accel-eration cue representing a quadratic prediction ofhorizontal position, again with a look-ahead time of
Tvel. These values are chosen in order to generateconsistency between the cues: the velocity-cue cvelrepresents the linear prediction, the acceleration-cue cacc represents the quadratic prediction of hor-izontal position, both with a look-ahead time of
Tvel = 2 · Tacc = 3 s.
2.4. Crossover model
The crossover model as described by McRuer andJex9 enables the development of models of humancontrol for a variety of dynamic systems. The trans-fer function of the human controller is given by:
(7) Yp(s) = Kp 1 + TLs1 + TIs · e
−τes,
with gain Kp, lead- and lag-constants TL and TI ,and the lumped time-delay τe. The crossover modelpostulates how human controllers modify the lead-and lag-constants of their control behaviour tomax-imise task performance and maintain stability.
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Several pilot models of this form are developedin this paper to control the various degrees of free-dom of the described helicopter model. It is impor-tant to note that McRuer and Jex only validated thismodel for single-axis disturbance-rejection taskswith a compensatory display, while the approach-to-hover task described in this paper is a coupledmulti-axis stabilisation task, with a pursuit displaythat includes some preview display characteristics.Nonetheless, tuning and analysing these model pa-rameters give some insight into the peculiarities ofthis control task.
3. CONTROLLABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, a basic control analysis of six-degree-of-freedom helicopter hovering flight dy-namics is conducted. Required control loops andpilot model architectures are discussed. Basic pilotmodels based on the crossover model9 are devel-oped and tuned for flight with and without a SAS.They are combinedwith target trajectories based on
τ -theory 10 to generate sample approach-to-hovermanoeuvres. Critical control loops and control theo-retic bottlenecks to maintain stability are identifiedand discussed.
3.1. System simplification
The system matrix is simplified and most cross-couplings are neglected to enable the developmentand tuning of basic pilot models based on thecrossover model for each control loop. The systemis decoupled into four separate dynamic systems:longitudinal position/surge control, height/heavecontrol, lateral position/sway control, and yaw an-gle/yaw rate control.As an example, the structure of the longitudinalposition control loop in hover is depicted in Fig-ure 3, with longitudinal position x, longitudinal ve-locity u, body pitch angle θ and longitudinal cycliccontrol θ1s. The controlled parameter chain is there-fore (θ1s → θ → u→ x). A subscript t denotes con-trol target values, a subscript e denotes control er-ror values, a parameter without subscript denotesthe actual system state. System structures to con-trol heave (θ0 → w → z), sway (θ1c → φ → v → y)and yaw (θTR → r → ψ) are set up similarly.The transfer functions from the control input tothe first considered inner loop system state (θ forsurge, w for heave, φ for sway, r for yaw) are calcu-lated with all remaining coupling coefficients withinthe four decoupled systems. However, The follow-ing middle loop states (u for surge, z for heave, vfor sway, ψ for yaw) and outer loop states (x forsurge, y for sway) are furthermore assumed to only
depend on the previous system state in the chain.Cross-control effects and couplings between statesin the same chain are neglected.
3.2. Pilot model development
McRuer and Jex’s verbal adjustment rules9 are usedto develop models of human controllers for eachof the four cascading control loops. Stability andphase margin techniques in the frequency domainare used to tune the pilot model gains, in order toachieve good performance and stability.The first step in developing the inner loop pilotmodels is to determine the required lead- and lag-constants TL and TI to create an open loop am-plitude slope of −20 dB/decade in the area of thecrossover frequency. The crossover frequency ωc isassumed to be around ωc ≈ (1 − 5) rads . The effec-tive time-delay is approximated as τe = 0.295 s, cal-culated with a hypothetical forcing function band-width of ωi = 1 rads . (This task does not contain aforcing function, ωi has been chosen as an arbitraryand small value.)After determining TI , TL, and τe, the pilot gainKpis tuned by choosing the maximum value forKp forwhich the open loop transfer function YOL still hasa phase margin ϕm ≥ 60 ◦ and a gain marginKm ≥
3. Middle and outer loop controllers consist of onlya gain, without lead-,lag- or time-delay-parameters.The crossover frequency is required to be at mosthalf the crossover frequency of the previous loop.
3.3. Example: surge pilot model tuning
As an example, the tuning process of the unaug-mented surge control loops is described here, start-ing with the inner loop. The inner loop controlledelement transfer function Yc,inner is depicted inFigure 8. It has is an amplitude peak at ω =
0.52 rads , caused by two complex poles at (0.0341±
0.5153i)s−1, representing the phugoid motion. Athird pole is located on the real axis at −3.8365s−1,causing a slope decrease from −20 dB/decade to
−40 dB/decade at ω = 3.8365 rads . To create a slopeof −20 dB/decade in the area of the crossover fre-quency, the pilot model parameter TL is set tothe inverse of the highest frequency pole: TL =
0.2607 s. Afterwards, the gainKp is tuned such thatthe phase margin and gain margin criteria are met.The resulting inner loop pilot model transfer func-tion Yp,inner is depicted in Figure 9, the inner loopopen loop transfer function YOL,inner in Figure 10.The middle loop equivalent controlled elementtransfer function Yc,middle,equivalent is computed bymultiplying the inner loop closed loop transfer func-tion YCL,inner with the middle loop controlled el-
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Figure 3: Structure of the controlled augmented horizontal longitudinal system.
ement dynamics Yc,middle. The middle loop pilotmodel Yp,middle, represented by only a gain, is nowtuned such that the middle loop open loop trans-fer function YOL,middle satisfies the crossover fre-quency, phase margin and gain margin criteria.Similarly, the outer loop equivalent controlledelement transfer function Yc,outer,equivalent is com-puted by multiplying the middle loop closed looptransfer function YCL,middle with the outer loopcontrolled element dynamics Yc,outer. The outerloop pilot model Yp,outer is tuned such that theouter loop open loop transfer function YOL,outersatisfies the tuning constraints, leading to the outerloop closed loop transfer function YCL,outer.
3.4. Tuned pilot model
Table 1 shows crossover frequencies, phase-, andgain-margins of every controlled loop, Figures 11and 12 show Bode plots of the closed loop trans-fer functions without and with SAS. The phase mar-gin criterion is critical in two cases (unaugmentedinner loops of surge and sway). In the other cases,the gain-margin is the inner loop’s critical tuning pa-rameter, followed by either the frequency criterionor another gain-margin criterion in the next loops.The tuned pilot model was evaluated while con-trolling the fully coupled system. Control time-delaystability margins are shown in table 2. While themargins are reduced for every degree of freedomwhen switching the SAS off, the combined tolera-ble time-delay is slightly higher without a SAS. Thismight be caused by the generally lower pilot gainsin the no-SAS configuration, and a consequential re-duction of the intensity of cross-coupling effects.The development of the pilot models with onlythe simplified decoupled system represents a limi-tation on their applicability on the fully coupled sys-tem. Nevertheless, the pilot models have been suc-cessfully applied to the fully coupled state spacesystem, with reasonable performance and stabil-ity close to hover. The coupled controlled systemis able to perform low-speed position-following ma-noeuvres, utilising a three dimensional target posi-tion and a target yaw angle as reference. Figure 4
shows the system response to a generic target tra-jectory.It is important to note that a pilot model basedon the crossover model ”(...) should not be used,without appropriate modification, to compute thesystem response to a deterministic input such asa step.", as McRuer and Jex noted9. The pilot mod-els in this paper are not modified in any way beforetheir time response is computed. The presented re-sults can therefore only serve as qualitative com-parison data; a rigid, quantitative analysis in thetime-domain is not feasible.
4. OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS
The previous section assumes perfect informationavailability for the pilot. In this section, the require-ments resulting from the control theoretic analy-sis are compared with the actual nature of infor-mation supply provided by (1) good outside visu-als and (2) a hover display. Good outside visualsassume a helicopter position reasonably close tothe ground, such that texture and existing objectssupply the pilot with all necessary optical cues (Us-able Cue Environment (UCE)-level 1). A basic flightinstrument panel and hover display, developed atTU Delft, serves as analysis test bed (Figure 5).The following subsection elaborates on the char-acteristics of the analysed display system. Then,modes of perception for different system statesare shown, and typical perceptual and control time-delays of human controllers are discussed.
4.1. Display implementation
The utilised hover display is described in Subsec-tion 2.3. For this analysis, the display’s size and loca-tion in the SRS is used. It is shown on a monitor ata distance of 90 cm to the pilot’s eyes, its centre ap-proximately 10 ◦ inclined downwards from the hori-zon and approximately 20 ◦ to the left. The hoverdisplay diameter is 18 cm, which translates to 10.3 ◦in the pilot’s visual field. 1 cm of display relates to
0.57 ◦ of visual separation.
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Table 1: Crossover frequencies, gain- and phase-margins of every controlled loop. *critical tuning parameter
without SAS with SASSystem Loop Target ωc [rad/s] Km [-] ϕm [deg] ωc [rad/s] Km [-] ϕm [deg]Surge Inner θ 1,61 3,62 *60,1 1,74 *3,00 95,9Middle u *0,80 3,58 70,9 *0,87 3,40 72,2Outer x 0,38 *3,03 66,0 *0,43 4,47 62,4Heave Inner w 1,81 *3,01 69,4 1,81 *3,01 69,4Middle z *0,90 3,11 63,5 *0,90 3,11 63,5Sway Inner φ 1,73 3,35 *60,1 1,91 *3,01 61,4Middle v *0,86 3,29 70,2 0,93 *3,01 69,4Outer y 0,41 *3,00 64,6 *0,46 3,10 62,9Yaw Inner r 1,81 *3,01 69,3 1,78 *3,02 63,2Middle ψ *0,91 3,09 63,3 *0,89 3,10 61,8
Figure 4: Pilot model response with the coupled system to sequential ramp targets in every loop.
Figure 5: Outside scenery while approaching the hover target area (left) and primary flight display (right).
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Table 2: Inner loop time-delay stability margins ofthe coupled system. ”Combined" denotes a time-delay introduced in every inner loop at the sametime.
time-delay margin [s] With SAS Without SASSurge 0.34 0.28Heave 0.42 0.37Sway 0.26 0.25Yaw 0.34 0.28Combined 0.15 0.17
4.2. Human perception
Table 3 contains a broad categorisation of pilot per-ception methods for all necessary system states.While the outside view provides means to perceiveevery required system state, the instrument paneland the hover display are lacking specific informa-tion about x, v, y, or w, z, respectively. Controllingthe helicopter without outside visuals requires theintegration of information from both displays.
4.3. Time-delay
Hosman and Stassen 11 performed an experiment todetermine the necessary visual exposure time thatis required for a pilot to generate an adequate con-trol response to a roll attitude stimulus. They alsomeasured the reaction time between the start ofexposure and the onset of the control action. Thelumped perception-action time-delay of their pilotmodel controlling a double-integrator system is setto τI = 0.2 s. Similarly, Drop 12 applies a lumped pi-lot model delay of 0.3 s to control helicopter longi-tudinal motion.Time-delays of this magnitude have been identi-fied by McRuer and Jex9 for double integrator sys-tem dynamics. They were identified based on singleinput, single output disturbance rejection tasks fordouble integrator system dynamics. Controlling ahelicopter requires the simultaneous control of foursystem states. Increasing the number of loops con-trolled in parallel decreases performance and in-creases the effective time-delay of the controller 13.The utilised time-delay of τe = 0.295 s in this paperseems to be reasonably close to comparable valuesfrom single- or double-axis control tasks in litera-ture.
5. PILOT-IN-THE-LOOP EXPERIMENT
After Section 3 establishes the pilot model parame-ters, and Section 4 confirms the magnitude of time-delay and the theoretic possibility of perceiving all
Figure 6: SIMONA Research Simulator outside view(left) and inside view (right, with both outside visualsand hover display enabled at the same time).
system states in both visibility configurations, thissection compares the time response of the devel-oped model with data recorded during an experi-ment in the SRS.The experiment took place in the SRS with-out motion. A non-linear six-degrees-of-freedomBo105model was used 14. Two helicopter pilots (100-120 flight hours) participated voluntarily and with-out compensation. The task closely resembles thehover task described in the Aeronautical DesignStandard 33E-PRF (ADS-33) 15. The goal of the taskis to approach a predefined hover target point at aheight of 2m and hover in place for 30 s. The fulltask description given to the pilot is:
Approach the hover target point with theinitial forward speed of the helicopter atthe beginning of the run. At a distanceyou deem appropriate, initiate a decelera-tionmanoeuvre to smoothly and preciselycome to a stop at the hover point. Afterreaching the hover point, maintain a sta-bilised hover, minimising deviations fromthe hover target point, for thirty seconds.Please avoid accomplishing most of thedeceleration manoeuvre well before thehover point and then creeping up to thefinal hover position.
The proposed course set-up of ADS-33 is imple-mented in the outside visuals of the SRS. Desiredand adequate hover position areas are denoted bythe hover-board directly in front of the hover tar-get, and by cones on the tarmac, placed to the rightand in the front of the hover target point. The taskwas conducted either with good visibility and deac-tivated hover display, or with zero visibility and ac-tivated hover display. Figure 5 shows the employedhover display and basic instrument, Figure 6 depictsthe SRS in both conditions at the same time.The task was modified slightly, compared to ADS-33. Instead of starting in a 45 ◦ rotated position
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Table 3: Helicopter state perception during ADS-33 hover task.
Outside View Instrument Panel Hover Display
q Visual flow Artificial horizon pitch speed Acceleration cue longitudinal speed
θ Target board pitch position Artificial horizon pitch position Acceleration cue longitudinal position
u Visual flow, edge rate Speed metre Velocity cue longitudinal direction
x Longitudinal cone position - Hover target longitudinal position
w Visual flow, edge rate Altitude rate metre -
z Board vertical indication Altimeter -
p Visual flow Artificial horizon bank speed Acceleration cue lateral speed
φ Horizon bank position Artificial horizon bank position Acceleration cue lateral direction
v Visual flow, edge rate - Velocity cue lateral direction
y Board lateral indicator - Hover target lateral Position
r Visual flow Compass rose rotational speed Display edge rotational speed
ψ Board/cone yaw position Compass rose rotational position Display edge rotational position
close to the hover target, the starting point wassituated at a distance of approximately 100m tothe hover target, facing it head-on. The starting dis-tances were quasi-randomised by drawing pointsout of a probability distribution with a mean of
100m and a standard deviation of 10m. The drawnstarting positions were identical and kept in thesame order for every experiment condition. Thestarting velocity was kept constant at 10 ms for everyexperiment run.During the experiment, it became clear that ex-ecuting the task while only utilising the hover dis-play and instrument panel (without outside visuals)was not possible within the constraints of the exper-iment, which limited the training time to less thanten minutes per experiment condition. Therefore,only data for the conditions with good outside vi-suals are used in this paper. The data serve as atool to qualitatively compare the developed pilotmodel with the behaviour of human pilots. Possiblereasons for the closed-loop instability while utilisingthe hover display are discussed in Section 6.Figure 7 depicts the geodetic longitudinal posi-tion xgeo, velocity x˙geo and acceleration x¨geo of thehelicopter in relation to the hover goal (xgeo = 0m)during decelerationmanoeuvres piloted by the pilotmodel and by the invited pilots, both with and with-out a SAS. The target trajectory for the pilot model isa constant deceleration τ -guide 10 with τ = 0.6. Lock-ett 16 found that this τ -value shows good correlationwith decelerations flown by helicopter pilots.The pilot model and the invited pilots seem to fol-low a similar strategy: reduce the velocity almost lin-early in time, until smoothly transitioning to a zero-velocity state close to the target. Without a SAS,the invited pilots changed their control behaviourwhen in close proximity to the hover target point(x ≈ −10m), initiating a phase of somewhat con-stant velocity until reaching the hover point. This be-haviour is apparent in the position-plot through thegap between the pilot model and the invited pilot
trajectories at around 15 seconds into the manoeu-vre.There seems to be a good qualitative match be-tween the deceleration trajectories of the devel-oped pilot model and of the invited pilots, despitethe fact that the invited pilots flew a non-linearmodel, while the pilot model was applied to a lin-ear model. As previously mentioned, this similarityonly holds for good outside visuals. While switchingto a hover display doesn’t change the pilot model’sbehaviour at all — the same input parameters areused — there are clearly additional complicationsfor the invited human pilots. In the next section,possible reasons for the increased task difficulty arediscussed.
6. DISCUSSION
This section combines the results of the previousthree sections to discuss reasons for hover-display-incurred instability (in Subsection 6.1) and designrecommendations to counteract the negative ef-fects (in Subsection 6.2).
6.1. Reasons for instability
All invited pilots were able to control the helicopterwith good outside visuals. The reason for closedloop instability while using the hover display there-fore lies in the effect of the differences betweenusing outside visuals and using the hover display(combined with the primary instrument panel) tocontrol the helicopter. The major differences are:
1. loss of peripheral visual information;
2. loss of flow field information;
3. new requirement to scan multiple displays (al-titude only available on altimeter, far fromhover display); and
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Figure 7: Approach-to-hover trajectories: ideal, pilot model target, pilot model response, and experimentpilot data.
4. new requirement to translate abstract top-down position and attitude information to ex-isting mental model (or: new requirement toadapt mental model to new representation offlight state data).
Difference no. 1, as explained by Hosman andStassen 11, leads to an increased perception time-delay. Similarly, as Yamaguchi et al. 17 describe, theperception of an illusionary motion helps perform-ing a positioning task. Difference no. 2 eliminatesthe perception of an illusionary motion, only abstractdisplay information remains. This could lead to anincrease in required processing time for the pilotto translate the perceived information to his men-tal model of the vehicle (difference no. 4). This ismade harder by the physical distance between thedisplays the pilot has to integrate data from (dif-ference no. 3). The heave control loop in particularmight suffer from an increased time-delay, as thedisplay to perceive altitude is located far away fromthe hover display. The pilot might be tempted to fo-cus on the hover display and scan the altimeter lessfrequently, as the altimeter only supplies two of allthe necessary flight data parameters.Yamaguchi et al. 17 elaborate on their idea of amental model that is used to perform a control task.They imply that changing display arrangements
doesn’t immediately make the controller adapt hisor her mental model of the system. He or sherather has to adapt the information to fit his or hermodel. This supports the notion that with sufficienttraining, pilots would be able to adapt their men-tal model to fit the more abstract information pre-sented by the hover display, enabling them to utilisethe presented information better. In the current ex-periment, there was no sufficient time to performthis training step. The pilots immediately needed tointerpret the abstract data to fit their internal men-tal model. This is expected to have incurred an ad-ditional time-delay, as explained before.
6.2. Hover display recommendations
To best support the pilot, a good hover display de-sign should try to minimise the negative effect ofthe differences between using good outside visualsand using the hover display. Of the four discusseddifferences in the previous subsection, only differ-ence no. 3 can be rectified within the constraintsof a head-down hover display; placing an altitudetape close to the hover display in the cockpit wouldlessen the strain of having to scan multiple displaysto acquire all necessary flight data information.The other differences are inherent to head-down
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hover displays — they can provide neither periph-eral nor flow field information. The information isper definition displayed in an abstract, top-downmanner, which requires pilots to change the waythey translate the visual inputs to control outputs.There might be ways of scaling hover displayssuch that they more closely resemble outside vi-sual information. For example, the velocity and ac-celeration scaling factors could be tuned such thatone degree of pitch- or role-angle relates to a dis-play cue that covers one degree of visual separa-tion on the display, as seen from the pilot. On theother hand, this would imply a direct linear rela-tion between attitude angle and horizontal acceler-ation, which holds true approximately, but not in allpossible cases. It is questionable whether creatingthese similar scaling factors would help the pilot, orwhether it would complicate the information inte-gration even more.
7. CONCLUSION
This paper reinforced that head-down hover dis-plays have inherent limitations; they are not wellsuited to be the only supplier of flight data for thepilot. For good outside visuals, the developed pilotmodels based on crossover-theory produce similarcontrol strategies than human pilots during a sim-ulator experiment. The models do not capture theadded difficulties of using only a hover display andan instrument panel to control the helicopter.The results of this paper suggest that the lossof peripheral and flow information and the addedrequirements on the pilot incurred by hover dis-plays cause an additional time-delay greater thanthe time-delay stability margin of the pilot modeland of the pilots who participated in the experi-ment. It is possible to counteract an additional time-delay by tuning the parameters of the control strat-egy. However, this additional tuning did not takeplace in this paper, because the invited pilots onlyhad a very short training time of a few minutes perexperiment condition. This limited their options ofadjusting their control strategy to the hover displayand instrument panel.Hover displays without guidance cues do notwork well as the sole source of flight data infor-mation. Future work will focus on augmented real-ity visualisations, implemented via HMDs or HUDs.These systems have shown the capability to replacethe pilot’s outside view and to introduce additionalcues and support systems without severely limitingthe pilot’s ability to safely and freely† fly the aircraft.
†Freely implies neglecting the provided guidance cues andchoosing a different action, caused by, e.g., unexpected events.
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Figure 8: Bode plots of the inner loop controlled element transfer function Yc,inner for surge, heave, sway,and yaw.
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Figure 9: Bode plots of the inner loop pilot model transfer function Yp,inner for surge, heave, sway, andyaw.
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Figure 10: Bode plots of the inner loop open loop transfer function YOL,inner for surge, heave, sway, andyaw.
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Figure 11: Bode plots of the inner, middle, and outer loop closed loop transfer functions YCL for surge,heave, sway, and yaw without SAS.
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Figure 12: Bode plots of the inner, middle, and outer loop closed loop transfer functions YCL for surge,heave, sway, and yaw with SAS.
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